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Abstract
As a tourist destination, Bali relies on its culture, which includes socio-cultural activities and the architectural form of the traditional Balinese house inspired by the Hindu Balinese religion, as the main core to attract tourists. The increasing number of tourist arrivals has motivated people to transform their traditional houses become tourist facilities to improve their economic condition. The traditional house-compound becomes a home-based enterprise with the construction of new buildings in their house. This construction has changed the setting, spaces and forms of the house, which are components of an architectural identity. This phenomenon encourages questions about the new relationship between a home-based enterprise and an architectural identity. Is there a conflict between a home-based enterprise as a strategy to gain an economic benefit and an architectural identity as an expression of Balinese culture? Is there an interdependent relationship between them? By examining the setting, forms and transformation process of the traditional Balinese house, this study discusses the continuity of an architectural identity alongside home-based enterprises in the physical transformation of tourist villages. In tourist villages, the architecture identity and home-based enterprise have an interdependent relationship where the architectural identity is an asset to attract tourists and, by running tourist facilities as home-based enterprises, the Balinese people maintain the architectural identity of their houses.
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Introduction
Bali is a major tourist destination in Indonesia that relies on its culture, which includes socio-cultural activities and the architectural form of the traditional Balinese house, to attract tourist arrivals (Prameswari, 2005; Ardika, 2007). The house-compound is a walled enclosure constructed to accommodate domestic
and cultural activities related to the human lifecycle, including birth, marriage and death (Hobart, 1978). Balinese cultural activities constituting regular rituals can be easily witnessed by tourists in the villages and traditional Balinese houses, and in some cases, tourists can be directly involved.

The intensive interaction with tourists influences the culture of Bali, including the traditional Balinese house, as the people build tourist facilities to gain economic benefits. New buildings have been constructed which has resulted in a transformation of the house-compound that describes the history and evolution of the dynamic household lifestyle and identity (Ahmadi 2007). The house was only a place to perform domestic and socio-cultural activities, now has an additional function, namely tourist activities. The trading activities that used to be carried out in the market, now also take place in the traditional Balinese house. Many kinds of tourist facilities have been built in the houses to anticipate the increase in the number of tourists, which has nearly doubled in a decade from 1.4 million in 2000 to 2.6 million in 2010 (Statistic Bureau of Bali, 2011). The house has become a home-based enterprise where new buildings have been constructed either adjacent to existing pavilions, around a courtyard (by demolishing old pavilions), in a front of the house, or in a back yard. These constructions have changed the setting, space and form of the house which are components of an architectural identity into an asset to attract tourists. This is a dilemma for people: where the traditional house is a potential asset to obtain economic benefit from tourist activities; on the other hand, the transformation could potentially alter the physical identity of the house.

This paper explores the strategies conducted by the Balinese to transform their traditional houses to obtain economic benefit from tourist activities. To achieve this purpose, 749 houses in four tourist villages: Sanur, Kuta, Ubud and Kamasan; were recorded by visual documentation in streets and within the compounds. While Sanur, Kuta and Ubud are popular tourist villages in Bali (Picard 1996), Kamasan is not considered a popular tourist village. The form and style of the houses were analysed visually, to understand the texture of the condition of the houses and villages. Information obtained from nine home owners, about the process of physical transformation and the activities in the house, was investigated to establish a correlation between architectural identity and strategies of the people in managing their tourist facilities. This paper initially describes the influences of tourism on the traditional house in the four tourist villages. The components of the houses that change in the house transformation are then presented and finally the attempts of the people to manage their business in the transformed house are discussed.

The Tourist’s Arrival, the Traditional Balinese House are Transformed for Tourist Facilities

The Balinese village is generally divided into three parts: parahyangan, pawongan and palemahan respectively associated with the divine, human beings and environment (Ashrama, Pitana and Windia, 2007; Hobart, Ramseyer and Leemann, 2001). The traditional Balinese house is a part of pawongan, alongside a palace called puri (in some villages), village facilities including a meeting room called wantilan, traditional neighbourhood community buildings called bale banjar and a market called peken where all of them have particular
functions. Traditionally, the market was the only place for economic transactions in a village where people brought the goods they produced and sold or bartered them to obtain other goods (Krause, 1988). On the other hand, the house compound was a place that accommodated the domestic and socio-cultural activities of the occupants (Oliver, 1997; Lim and Beng, 1998).

A traditional house has been defined as an artefact produced by the collaboration of many people over many generations and handed down by previous generations (Rapoport, 1969; Kowaltowski, Watrin and Pina, 2007). It describes traditions, social systems, family systems, traditional values and beliefs (Kostof, 1995, Wang, 1997; Gelebet, 1998). In Bali, based on people’s beliefs, the traditional houses, described as a number of pavilions enclosed by walls, is related to a human body where it has a head represented by a family temple, a body represented by a series of pavilions and feet represented by a back yard (teba) (Covarrubias, 1974, Hobart, Ramseyer, Leemann, 2001). Walls called tembok pekarangan, a gate called angkul-angkul, a small wall behind the angkul-angkul called aling-aling and a space between a front wall and the road called telajakan are traditional components that express the image of the traditional house and village landscape (Figure 1).

![Figure 1. The Angkul-Angkul, Tembok Penyengker, and Telajakan in the Traditional House](image)

The development of tourism has changed many aspects of some villages, including its pattern as well as the family house compound (Sukawati 2004). The houses have been transformed for tourist facilities in order to accommodate tourist activities. Many facilities, including home-stays, art shops, restaurants, cafes, moneychangers and laundries have been built. The dwelling zones along the main streets of the transformed villages have mixed with tourist facilities so that the trade activities...
today can also be seen in the houses. The traditional settlements that were previously represented by the presence of traditional walls, gates and the spaces between the wall and the road have been now supplanted by tourist facilities. By visual documentation in four villages and counting the houses both transformed and untransformed for tourist facilities, this study noted that Kuta, a very popular coastal tourist destination, has undergone massive transformation where 69% of the houses have been transformed for tourist facilities. This percentage is the highest of the four villages, while Kamasan that is not a popular tourist destination has the lowest percentage (13%). These figures indicate how the number of tourists has influenced the level of traditional house transformation. The more popular the tourist destination, the greater the number of traditional houses transformed for tourist facilities.

The tourist activities in inland Ubud, regarded as the cultural capital of Bali, are in the centre of the village, where there is an enclave of traditional Balinese houses. There is an intense interaction between tourists and house owners, which has resulted in the transformation of 61% of the traditional houses for tourist activities. On the other hand, the centre of tourist activities in Sanur is not in the centre of the village but on the beach, on the outskirts of the village. Here, the percentage of transformed houses for tourist facilities is much lower (31%) than the percentage in Kuta and Ubud. The people in Kuta and Ubud have more opportunities to utilize their traditional houses as an asset to obtain economic benefits than those in Sanur. Therefore, the location of tourist activities has influenced the degree of transformation so that the closer the tourist activities are to the location of the traditional Balinese houses, the greater the level of transformation.

The Transformation of the Traditional Balinese House

The transformation of traditional houses has changed the image of the houses themselves, as well as the villages. The front wall and the telajakan have changed enormously as a result of the tourism development in the villages. Some of them have now vanished or transformed to such an extent that greater than 50% houses have no front wall and telajakan in Kuta, Sanur and Ubud. On the other hand, Kamasan, which is a less popular tourist village, has fewer houses (17%) that have no front wall and telajakan. This shows that tourism directly influences the presence of the wall and the telajakan.

The other front component of the house is the traditional gate (angkul-angkul), and this is the visual identity of the house. Even though the house is hidden behind tourist facilities, the angkul-angkul is a sign to recognize the house as a traditional Balinese dwelling. This phenomenon can be seen in Ubud where most (79%) of the traditional gates still exist. From the gates, people can easily identify the presence of a group of the traditional houses among the tourist facilities. On the other hand, without the angkul-angkul, the presence of the house is hard to recognize, and is the case in most (64%) houses in Kuta and Sanur. The entrance of the house is a space between the tourist facilities which makes it hard to recognize the presence of the houses from the street. One needs to physically enter the house and observe the various components of the house such as a courtyard, pavilions, a family temple and a back yard.

The pavilions, the courtyard and the back yard have also been transformed. New pavilions are being built by demolishing the existing pavilions and also in available spaces between pavilions (Figure 2).
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enterprise as a strategy to gain an economic benefit and an architectural identity as an expression of Balinese culture?

An identity expresses people’s understanding of the ‘sameness’ of the tradition and culture among the members of society, as well as ‘otherness’ or sharp distinctiveness from non-members (Brubaker and Cooper, 2000). Based on the philosophy of *tri hita karana*, the Balinese people express their identity through their traditions and cultural activities which are different from others. Architecture, as one of those traditions, is a medium for the Balinese to show their identity that is different from other societies. The philosophy inspires concepts related to landscape of Bali from the universe physic to the human physic division. As a part of universe, the landscape of Bali is divided in three parts called *tri loka*: the upper world for God (*swah loka*), the intermediate world for human beings (*bwah loka*) and the lower world for demons (*bhur loka*) (Meganada, 1990; Hobart, Ramseyer, Leemann, 2001; Eiseman 1989). The *tri loka* concept then inspires a *tri angga* concept as a human physic division. Based on this concept, the world is divided into three traditional values such as *utama*, *madia* and *nista*, or a head, a body and feet. *Utama* or the head means high, lofty or most sacred value, *madia* or the body means middle or neutral and *nista* or the feet means below or most profane value (Gelebet 1986, Meganada, 1990; Hobart, Ramseyer, Leemann, 2001; Eiseman 1989). Based on this concept, every part of a building is divided into a head, called *hulu*, a body, called *pengawak* and feet called *suku*, constituting the feature of the Balinese architectural form and style (Gelebet, 1986). Moreover, the style is also presented through the use of natural materials (Putra, 2003; Budihardjo, 1998). The form and natural materials express the identity of the Balinese architecture applied in many parts of the traditional house including the pavilions, the walls and the traditional gate.

Some traditional houses transformed for tourist facilities still have walls and traditional gates that can express their identity (see Section 3). Most of the houses, 75% in Sanur, 73% in Kuta and 96% in Ubud, still apply the Balinese architectural style in which they are divided into the three parts (a head, a body and feet) and use a number of natural materials (Figure 4). These conditions are different in the less popular tourist destination of Kamasan. In Kamasan, 45% of walls and gates in the house are not in the traditional style. This phenomenon shows that tourism influences the awareness of the people to maintain and preserve the architectural identity of their houses. This awareness can be seen further in the transformation process that changes over time to meet the demands of residents and tourists.

![Figure 4. Traditional Gates (angkul-angkul) in Tourist Villages](image-url)
The physical transformation is the historical process of the house changing from the old to the new. A new pavilion in Kuta, shown in Figure 5, standing side-by-side with an old pavilion demonstrates this phenomenon. The ownerbuilt new building uses a number of natural materials including brick, sandstone and wood to show the identity of the traditional style. The old, that was a bale daja of the house where the owner performed rituals related to a human lifecycle, uses plaster with cement and painted walls for both the interior and exterior parts of the building. The walls do not apply the tri angga concept where they are not divided into three parts representing a head, a body and feet of the walls. This style had been a prestigious style during the period of colonial era and 1970s. At that time, applying this style expressed the dignity, social and economic status of the owner in the village.

![Figure 5. The Old (Left) and New Pavilion (Right) Showing the Process of Transformation in Kuta](image)

Along with the increase of the tourist activities in the village, the owner built a new bale daja next to the old one. The old pavilion now no longer functions as the bale daja and has been replaced by the new one. The ‘new’ applies the traditional form, including the proportion applying the tri angga concept and uses a number of natural materials such as red bricks, sandstone, wooden columns and clay roof tiles, especially on the exterior of the building. The demands of a modern lifestyle and maintenance have influenced the use of materials for the floor and the interior of the pavilion, and many manufactured materials including plaster with cement and paint for the interior walls, gypsum for ceiling and ceramic for floor are used. The pavilion has now become a hybrid building that combines the elements of traditional architecture represented by its external appearance and proportions, and the elements of advanced building materials used for the interior and the floor. The expression of the new building is now more luxurious than the old one to meet the demands of the modern lifestyle of the occupants and tourists. The building, however, still applies the traditional expressions to meet the traditional activities. In this pavilion, the occupants can perform ceremonial activities as always, conduct daily activities, chat with friends and relatives and welcome tourists.

Tourist activities have influenced the owner to substitute the style of the...
old pavilion called *kekantoran* to the traditional architectural style for the new pavilion. From this, the attempt of the owner to go forward to the traditional architectural style as a strategy to attract tourists can be seen. In this process, the traditional Balinese architectural style is undergoing a process of continual transformation that is parallel to the development of modernity of the culture in communities. It is influenced by many factors such as advance of economic activities, technology and tourism (Lim and Beng, 1998, Logan 1994). The style undergoes a journey, as suggested by Appadurai (2006), from commodity to singularity and back, where the style has experienced the transactions with social relations. Using Appadurai’s terminology, the traditional Balinese architectural style has undergone the journey from singularity in the pre-colonial era to junk during the colonial era and recently back to commodity for tourists. In the pre-colonial era, the house applied the traditional style to accommodate domestic and socio-cultural activities. During the period of the colonial era and the 1970s, the traditional style had been left behind and was seen as primitive or old style by the people who had adjusted their house by applying the modern style. Along with the increase in tourism development, the traditional style has been seen as a commodity and an asset that expresses a transaction between the people and the tourists. To attract tourists, the traditional architectural style has been reinvented and reapplied in the house so that the house can accommodate domestic and socio-cultural activities as well as meeting the demands of the modern lifestyle for the occupants and tourists.

Similar phenomena have also occurred in Sanur and Kamasan where the modern style has been changed to a traditional style. For example, the owner of one house in Sanur demolished the old pavilions and built the new one that now expresses the traditional style, by applying Balinese architectural form and using a number of natural materials for the exterior and using manufactured materials for the interior and the floor (Figure 6, 7 and 8).

![Image](image_url)

**Figure 6. The Old and New Pavilions show the Process of Transformation in Sanur.**
While the people in Kuta, Sanur and Kamasan gradually go forward, applying the traditional Balinese architectural style to new buildings, the people in Ubud still apply the traditional style from the past to the present day. The style and setting of the house, inherited from their predecessors, are still preserved. They reconstruct the house by applying the form, appearance and setting of the traditional style. The proportion, ornaments and details of the pavilions are the same as always, but for maintenance and the demands of the modern lifestyle, the pavilions use manufactured materials for their interiors and floors. The interior walls are plastered with cement and painted while the floor uses ceramic tiles. In some pavilions, for commercial purposes, some people have used furniture to create an extended space for a restaurant or an art gallery (Figure 9). Others use the pavilions for tourist accommodation, so that the tourists can easily

Figure 9. The Traditional Pavilion Used for Tourist Facilities
Conclusion

The tourist activities in the village have stimulated people to transform the traditional house becomes tourist facilities. There is a difference between the percentage of the number of houses transformed in a popular and a non-popular tourist village, with the former being higher than the latter. This difference indicates that the popularity of the villages has influenced the level of transformation. People in popular tourist destinations have greater opportunities to use their house as potential assets to attract and benefit financially from tourists than those in non-popular locations. Therefore, the more popular the location, the greater the number of traditional houses transformed.

The Balinese people have built new pavilions, by demolishing the old pavilions or utilising undeveloped spaces in their house as tourist facilities, and the house has become a home-based enterprise. This physical transformation describes the historical process of the transformation of the house from the old to the new. This process also shows the change in the architectural style of the house, where the style evolves from the traditional style in the pre-colonial era, to the modern style in the colonial era to the 1970s. It shows the recently trend back to the traditional style, with some adjustment to accommodate domestic and cultural activities as well as to meet the demands of the modern lifestyle for occupants and tourists. The house has become a hybrid that combines the traditional style as an identity, represented by its external appearance and elements of advances in building materials used for the interior and the floor. The process of transformation and the application of traditional style indicate that tourists, who want to see the original culture in the place they visit, have motivated the Balinese people to reconstruct or reinvent the traditional style in their houses.

Figure 10. The New Pavilions in the Teba for Tourist Facilities
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